Lockyer Valley is an area of rich farmlands that lies to the west of Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.

Using funding from the National Broadband Network, Lockyer Valley decided to implement a digital table solution in their Gatton Library to support learning and engagement for the members of the community.

**CLIENT**

**CHALLENGES**

[1] Wanted to add a natural, comfortable way of learning into the education process.


“The ability to get multiple people connecting, interacting and learning with the digital table is absolutely incredible.”

PAUL CRANCH, DIGITAL HUB TRAINER / COORDINATOR
**SOLUTION**

nsquared was selected because of its deep product knowledge of the Samsung SUR40 device and its variety of off-the-shelf educational multi-user software.

The applications used are nsquared attractor, nsquared documents, nsquared thoughts, nsquared herding, nsquared letters, nsquared makewords, nsquared numbers and nsquared paint.

The digital table breathes new life into the educational process with rich visualizations and interactions that encourage teamwork.

**BENEFITS**

[1] Allows students to easily share content amongst each other and with their teacher.


[3] The opportunity for librarians to upload their own content to the table.

As a result of Lockyer Valley deciding to use the Samsung SUR40, the library saw a larger engagement from students of all ages.

**nsquared**

digitable.co
info@nsquaredsolutions.com
+61 2 9262 3386

“It’s very easy to use, we simply select a few images, put together a content pack through the online portal, and it’s on the table in a matter of minutes.”
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